
MoonMunkie’s Beginner Stitches for Little Fingers 

 

A Mouse Called “Stitch” 

 

  

Materials 

Wool felt off-cuts  

Stuffing (wool roving or polyester filler) 

Embroidery thread in matching or 

contrasting colours  

Doll-making needle  

30cm wool in contrasting colour 

Pattern (below) 

 

Instructions 

 

Body 
1. Cut 2 body pieces from felt and place them together, right sides out. 

2. Thread a doll-making needle with embroidery thread, tying a knot at the end. 

3. Show your little person how to push the needle through from the front to the back, carefully 

drawing the thread all the way through to the knot. 

4. Bring the needle back to the front, the yarn trailing over the top of the work. Move the needle 

along about 0.5cm (1/4 inch) to the left and push it in from front to back again. [TIP: if they need 

help keeping stitches even, make dots on the fabric to show them where to put the needle in.] 

5. Continue this whipstitch all the way around, leaving about an inch open. 

6. Stuff the mouse with wool roving or polyester toy filler. 

7. Stitch up the gap using the same stitch. 



  

Ears 
1. Cut two ears from felt. We used a contrasting colour. 

[Optional] 2. Fold the ear in half. Mark the dart line in pencil. Use a small running stitch to stitch the 

dart. This will give the ear more shape, but is not essential if it’s too fiddly for little fingers or they 

are in a hurry. Repeat for second ear. 

3. Help your little person to attach the ears to the body, about a third of the way down from the 

pointy end of the mouse. Sew straight through from side to side, through the flat edge of both ears.  

 

Tail 
1. Cut three lengths of wool against using the line as a measure. 

2. Leave 5 cm (1.5 inches) at the top, tie a knot to secure the 3 strands together. 

3. Plait the strands and tie a knot near the end leaving a cute fluffy end. 

4. Use the 5cm at the top, to tie the tail through a stitch at the blunt end of the mouse body. 

 

Eyes 
[Option 1] Draw ‘em on with a felt tip pen. Cute and quick. 

[Option 2] Stitch back and forth on the spot, from side to side through the entire body in a 

contrasting colour.  

[Option 3] Buttons look cute, but can be fiddly for tiny fingers.  

. 

 



 

 

Felt Mouse Pattern 

 

 

 

 

Mouse body. Cut 2 from main 

colour felt. No seams needed. 
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Mouse ears. Cut 2 from contrasting 

fabric. No seams needed. 

Use this line to measure 3 

strands of wool to make 

the tail. 


